Schneider
Steuerungstechnik GmbH

“All-round carefree package”
LiSA20 with MS-Digifon LiftConnect 4101
One of the strong points of Schneider Steuerungstechnik GmbH is supplying all-in-one packages.
So far, one essential component for an “all-round carefree package” had been missing –
a multifunctional system using only one transmission channel to provide the possibility to:

•

remotely control, configure and monitor the lift controller;

•

transmit events from the electronic lift attendant already integrated in LiSA20;

•

integrate a lift emergency call system which alerts via the future-proof internet protocol
in an open and proven safety format, and which complies with the applicable standards.

Today we would like to present the previously missing component of which we are absolutely convinced
and positive that it optimally complements our portfolio and that you, too, will benefit from a number of
technical and economic advantages.
It took a lot of time and trouble to find a system that matches our requirements and features. After evaluating comprehensive tests we have eventually entered into a partnership with the company
MS MIKROPROZESSOR-SYSTEME AG (MS AG) whose multifunctional lift management system
MS-Digifon LiftConnect 4101 met our expectations regarding technical properties, future-proof design
and, not least, the price.
MS AG has specialised on the development and manufacture of safety systems, failure indication
systems, transmission devices, alarm reception centres, and emergency call systems for lifts for
over 30 years and has vast experience in this field.
Another invaluable advantage is that MS AG’s alarm reception technology is installed in many emergency call centres and service centres and thus reception of emergency calls and alarm notifications
are optimally matched.
Going into detail on the entire scope of performance of this system and the associated benefits would
take us too far afield now. In order to allow for your own assessment we have compiled introductory
information for you and will gladly take time to advise you in detail. As an introduction we offer training
events for your employees.
We intend to firmly integrate the MS-Digifon LiftConnect 4101 system in all complete LiSA20 systems we deliver, to provide functional wiring, to configure the emergency call / service centre of your
choice on request and to test the system prior to delivery.
Of course this is subject to your agreement.
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Your benefits:
• We provide your employees with fast and competent support already from initial commissioning
by means of remote access to the LiSA20.
• We support you for the entire lift service life by remotely monitoring the lift controller.
• We enable you to access LiSA20 and the MS-Digifon LiftConnect 4101 system in order
to call up events and statuses and/or to optimise your service.
• We afford use of the electronic lift attendant already integrated in LiSA20 and transmit
any triggered events to your control centre or directly to you via e-mail or SMS.
• For the first time we provide the possibility to send events to your and/or our data base by
transmitting jointly defined reports and status information. The knowledge gained may be
used, among other things, for the replacement of wear parts, e.g. by preventive maintenance,
and/or for quality improvements to the installed components.
• We offer a future-proof mobile telephony IP emergency call solution – an alternative to your
current emergency call system and Telekom’s landline conversion announced for 2018 at the
latest.
We see our benefit:
• in a future-proof system, the possibilities of which have optimally been geared to our
LiSA20 controller and which can grow with both your and our requirements.
• in the optimisation of our service offer due to remote access to the LiSA20 possible
at any time.
Our offer to you:
 ready-for-use integration of the MS-Digifon LiftConnect 4101 emergency call system and
lift management system into the LiSA20 lift controller;

 support for your employees via remote access when commissioning the LiSA20 and in
case of important events and/or on your request;

 activation of the integrated emergency call system via mobile telephony IP;
 control of pictographs according to EN81-70;
 configuration including functional test transmitted to your emergency call / service centre;
 use of the electronic lift attendant and configuration of reports;
 extended and unlimited use of the mobile telephony IP SIM card for data transmission,
voice communication, e-mail and SMS;
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